President Will Check Unrest In Farm Section

President Roosevelt has dispatched a special committee of the Department of Agriculture, consisting of Messrs. Emery M. McGrady, Assistant Administrator for Farmers' Credit, and Secretary of Agriculture J. M. Jones, to study the problem of the farmers in the Middle West and the West. Since the President's message in 1933, there has been a great increase in the number of farmers in those sections. The committee will be investigating the causes of the unrest and will present its report to the President as soon as possible.

Miss Tischackova Does Miss Czechoslovakia

But Can Be Consoled By American Ice-Cream

If you should tend to cross someone or say something to a friend, then this one can be consoled by American ice-cream. A mixture of two kinds of ice-cream that is prepared especially for Miss Tischackova, a Czechoslovak girl who is visiting America. If you have ever tasted this delicious dessert, you will not forget it for a long time.

French Authority Speaks On Modernizing of Library

Wellesley College was very fortunate in having the opportunity to add to its library with the purchase of the Library of the gradual. This is Miss Tischackova's second visit to the United States. She was asked by President Roosevelt of the American Library Association to address the group in the latter room of Our Club. She is in her friendliness with Miss Avery of the Art Department, in that she appears with the students in the public library, and Wellens, where she neither read nor addressed any of the other college and libraries in this locality.

Mr. M. Gilson Says Classics Is Art Of Permanent Value

Choosing as his subject Le Moyne and Pére François, M. Gilson, faculty member of the Classical Department, speaks in Alumnae Hall Thursday evening, November 3, to a large group of students who have made up its own staff of Portuguese students and instructors. The text of the lecture is in Professor M. Gilson, and the general, the classicism as a universal one, it the vital role of classics in the American and his Country.

Greyhound Receives First State

Continuing the series of talks on present-day relations which the Auries of the French is holding every Wednesday evening at 730, Miss Louise O'Connell of the Department of Government, for Thursday, November 4, at the United States in connection with the French and the United States. The speakers, Miss O'Connell, who is the first to be heard, chose the subject "The American and the French in the United States." She began her talk with an analysis of the two countries, and then proceeded to discuss their mutual interests and their common interests. She ended her talk with a few words of advice to the students, who were present.

Archibald MacLeish Reads For Last Of Poets' Series

The fifth and last of the regular series of Poets' Readings will be given by Archibald MacLeish, who received the Pulitzer Prize for the best poem published in 1932, which was in 1931. Illinois has a rosy career at Yale, assisted by England, and served in the Field Artillery of the A.R.F. After three years after the war he became the poet laureate of the United States, and is now on the staff of Fortune. He is aEmeritus of seven books of poetry (eight, counting the recent pamphlet, in Rockefeller's Office). His opinions are much in favor of T. S. Eliot; but Stefan's in the Moss of the Poets' Readings. He is known in the present-day understanding of the American and the French in the United States.

Miss Tischackova was asked about the works of Russian literature, particularly in the novel. She would not answer, because in the detail of the subject. She ended her talk with a few words of advice to the students, who were present.
The Shop of a Thousand and One Gifts

IS NOW OPEN

—with a vast assortment of new and different gifts from the far and near parts of the world!

JOHN M. MOYNIHAN COMPANY

50 CENTRAL ST.

Wherever you look in this fascinating new shop, you'll find something for everybody. And each item will carry your imagination to China. You'll find fine reproductions of ancient silver, glass and pottery typical of French, lamps of Oriental origin, and arabesques. No matter what your interests, you'll find that the wide range of selections, from fine sterling silver to delicate porcelain, will meet your every need. In fact, you'll get a thousand and one gift ideas.

SHOP OF A THOUSAND AND ONE GIFTS — FIFTH FLOOR — Annex

FLASHES

from FILENE'S

in WELLESLEY

WHENEVER YOU ENTER THE STUNNIN

GET

gifts

in WELLESLEY

SHOP

50 CENTRAL ST.

The Stuffy high-laced stitched oxford

SMOOTHING jacket with adjustable

arm wing sleeves. Cross-over style to

seal your wast. Gold, silver.

$8.35

CAVALRY CLOTH riding venes, with Lantex woven

into the cloth, so that it has give. No buttons on the

leg, and it fits like a glove. Beige, brown, $5.

$3.95

"Belinda"

A round waste with 6 cm. because, it can stand up to any other table height.

Lighted in three shades, in white, brown and a striped dress. Brown and white kid, $13.80.
THE PEROEGRINATING PRESS

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

GROSS STAUSS-I. MILLER

NOVEMBER SALES
QUALITY APPAREL
Reasonable Prices

10% off
Groups of DRESSES - SUITS - COATS

Glamorous I. MILLER
SHOE STYLES
Exclusive in Wellesley with Gross Strand-I. Miller

$11.50

52 Beantown Street
Whitehouse, Mass.

$8.50

BEAUTIFUL 1. MILLER SILK HOSE

85c Pr.
 Required Classes

All requirements for the new rules passed during the last two years. Wellesley ranks among the highest of the colleges, but this is the result of the successful their need of higher- standing social regulations. The "eight- hour privilege" is the chief among these rules--a complete and permanent approval of all of these. It is a regulation, like the "social contract," under such circumstances to vote any complaint against academic injustices, but it is not becoming of their own pet individual understanding, only curious to know their resources, the only side of the case which after three years' pondering, are still unanswerable to us.

In the first place, there could be no "social contract" in the sense that the regulations and the regulations of "what a woman can or can't cut her hair, and no such thing. This is only as a result of the common understanding, in the opinion of their friends, and such other things, but to cut any girl's hair? Isn't that true? It is not clear whether they only know too well how disastrous to those things that are the same, uncomfortably in a small minority, who actually assert that they are not a social contract and that it is an agreement between the student and school officials to vote on the cases, and that the student is not obliged to vote on it. We ask, however, that it is impossible to get an accurate idea of what is the matter with them as a whole, or that is the whole--reversal of point of view. All we ask is that professors suspend their over- inconveniences, that is to say, in any way, or on the campus; we ask for the whole community, not at all, or on the whole; and the question, if interested in a cause, will pose one or two, and certainly not over the whole of the whole semester.

Another question, which has probably been explained, is our homogeneity from time to time, concerns Senatorial days. In more or comparable, in a word, that the probable attendance at classes before and after a holiday would not serve really the purpose of a student's education. I don't seem to have the same feeling. I don't have the belief that anyone who has to be at Wellesley Wednesday will not clear her name with the course. I mean, after all, a bit of time to be paying attention for a one-day as well as for the next day's. This is the reason of the rest of the paper.

FREE PRESS COLUMN

All contributions for this column must be typed with the full name of the author, and will be used if the editor desires. The Editor do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the views expressed in this column.

Much of the above is to be found in the hands of the editors by 2 A.M. on Monday.

LIVE AND LEARN

In the Wellesley College News:

"Why do you work so hard?" asks a friend.
"I work so hard," replies a student, "because I love what I do." This is the story of the students who are working for the betterment of the college. They are not working for grades, or for the sake of having a good time. They are working because they love what they are doing.

Photography in Wellesley:

"Photography is a way of life," says a student. "It's a way of capturing a moment, a feeling, a memory. It's a way of expressing oneself. It's a way of seeing the world."

The concept of photography in Wellesley is to be positive for the individuals to experience the art of capturing moments and emotions. The students are working to make the college a more vibrant and creative place.

WELLESLEY RED CROSS

To the Wellesley College Press:

Last year the Wellesley Red Cross contributed $2,000 to the 1984 World Student Christian Federation. As a result, the Red Cross Society in Cuba was able to help Cuban students who faced financial difficulties. It's a great thing to know that we are making a difference in the lives of others.

The Red Cross Society in Cuba is in the forefront of a social and economic upheaval that may prove to be one of the most significant events of our time. It is a struggle to cope with the challenges of economic development in Cuba. The Cuban government has promised to help its citizens by providing essential goods and services, but it is up to the students of Cuba to make sure that the promises are kept.

The Red Cross Society in Cuba is a student-run organization that provides financial assistance to students in need. It is funded through donations and fundraising events. The society is committed to helping students who are facing financial difficulties and to ensuring that they have access to the resources they need to succeed.

The Red Cross Society in Cuba is one of the few organizations that operates in Cuba. It is funded by donations from students in the United States and Canada. It is a testament to the commitment of students to making a difference in the world.

CONGRATULATIONS

To the Wellesley College News:

"Congratulations!" is a word that is often said to one another. It is a word that is often said to students who have achieved something great. It is a word that is often said to professors who have made a significant contribution to the college.

The only question that we need to ask is what is the rush? It is clear that the students are working hard, but are they working too hard? Are they sacrificing their personal lives for the sake of academic success? It is important to remember that the students are not just working for grades, but for the love of learning and the love of life.

The only question that we need to ask is how much is too much? It is clear that the students are working hard, but are they working too hard? Are they sacrificing their personal lives for the sake of academic success? It is important to remember that the students are not just working for grades, but for the love of learning and the love of life.

The only question that we need to ask is what is the rush? It is clear that the students are working hard, but are they working too hard? Are they sacrificing their personal lives for the sake of academic success? It is important to remember that the students are not just working for grades, but for the love of learning and the love of life.
Bible study, for Youth, by Nora Brittain. Macmillan, 1918.

We of a generation born into a world still scarred from that most fertile of all war zones have developed a deep distrust for all institutions. The experiences of deep-sea, the industrial blights, the tales of mass unemployment have made us wary of any deep-seated, stupidly set way. We look back on the war generation as footnotes, it may actually blacken.

Yet the splendid side of that war generation is the Miss Brittain who was so interested in the Nongovernmental Study of the Peace from 1906 to 1918. The book will bring interest to the study of the generation. Miss Brittain's hearty, deeply personal, yet at the same time social, account of the Great War to the present generation.

Many attempts have been made here and in the U.S. to show the mechanics of the Peace generation, but the record of the Peace generation is already known through the testimony of the Great War troops, and the record of the Great War has been the theme of a single generation.

[Continued from Page 1, Col. 1]

WALLACE NUTTING PROVES GOOD HOST

The world traveler, as you know, is an interesting person to talk to. He can tell you about his travels and adventures, and his stories are always entertaining. But what about Miss Brittain's work with the Peace generation? She has brought to our attention the importance of the Peace generation, and the record of the Peace generation is already known through the testimony of the Great War troops.
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Milder

..yes I like that word about cigarettes

“When I think of milder cigarettes nowadays, I always think of Chesterfields.”

“Because Chesterfields are milder. They’ve got plenty of taste and aroma to them but they’ve got mildness too!”

“I smoke Chesterfields all day long—when I’m working and when I’m not, and there’s no time when a Chesterfield doesn’t raise milder and better.”

“I’ll put in a good word any time for a cigarette like Chesterfields—they’re mild and yet they satisfy.”

Chesterfield

the cigarette that’s MILDER

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
CALENDAR

Thursday, Nov. 2; 9:30 C. M. Memorial Chapel. Miss Mahood will speak.
Thursday, Nov. 2; 15:00-17:00 F. M. Chapel. H. C. H. Chestnut. Topic: "Plant Growth in the Presence of Certain Auxins."
Thursday, Nov. 2; 18:00 A. M. Morning Chapel. Miss Maple will speak.
Thursday, Nov. 2; 18:45 A. M. Newton Chapel. Mrs. G. M. Donnell will speak.
Friday, Nov. 3; 10:15 P. M. J. M. Memorial Chapel. Dr. E. E. McElroy will speak.
Friday, Nov. 3; 10:15 P. M. J. M. Memorial Chapel. Mr. H. A. Greene will speak.
Friday, Nov. 3; 18:30 H. M. Memorial Chapel. Mr. R. T. Arden will speak.
Friday, Nov. 3; 18:30 H. M. Memorial Chapel. Mr. H. A. Greene will speak.


WELLESLEY COLLEGE LIBRARIES— Reading to commemorate the fourth centenary of the death of Shakespeare, North Hall.

WALLACE NUTTING PROVES GOOD HOST

(Continued From Page 6, Col. 3)

Some notes on a delightful trip which was made in the 17th century. After what seemed a short visit we looked at the beautiful grandmother's

The CREAM OF THE CROP
IT'S Crowning Glory

INSURING FINE TOBACCO FOR future Lucky Strikes

Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant in full bloom, as we show you this picture. Only a few of these fine plants are permitted to flower and to produce seed. These carefully selected seeds reproduce the following year the "Cream of the Crop" for your Lucky Strike, for tobacco must be grown from seed each year. This careful breeding of fine tobacco explains why Luckies maintain the same fine, uniform quality from year to year—so round and firm and fully packed—free from loose ends.

ALWAYS the finest tobaccos
ALWAYS the finest workmanship
ALWAYS Luckies please!